[Update on malignant hemopathies].
The beginning of this century was marked, in our specialty as in other, by two revolutions: the routine use of molecular biology tools for a better prognosis of the disease (flt3 receptor duplication in AML, mutational profile of Ig genes in CLL, gene expression profile with ARN chips in aggressive lymphomas.), and the discovery of "intelligent" molecules, targeting the tumoral cell. In this category, the most appealing is the STI571 (Gleevec , Novartis), targeting the molecular abnormality of the cells expressing bcr-abl protein: CML, ALL Ph1(+). Other molecules targeting signal transduction proteins (ras farnesylation inhibitors for example) are already in clinical trials. The increasing therapeutic use of monoclonal antibodies is also to be cited, with a special mention concerning the rituximab, used in several B lymphoid pathologies, from lymphoma to autoimmune diseases. His very good tolerance permits his use in ambulatory patients, and his combination with chemotherapy or his linkage with radioactive elements render this molecule indispensable. The other side of these molecules is their incredibly high cost, explaining the uncontrolled expenses in 2001 of hospitals hosting hematology as well as oncology activities.